
MAXIMILIANO CARDOZO
Full Stack Web Developer
email: maximilianocardozo710@gmail.com
personal website: https://mcdzocv.vercel.app/
linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/maximiliano-cardozo-544681231/
github: https://github.com/mcdzo

Profile
I have experience in the development of complete web applications, from structural design
and database modeling to the implementation of APIs and Frontend, combining strong skills
in frameworks and libraries such as React JS and Vue JS, Express JS, and Adonis JS. I have
worked in collaborative environments using agile methodologies such as SCRUM, and I have
demonstrated skills in integrating payment systems such as Mercadopago, Paypal, and
platforms like Salesforce.

Professional Experience
afrus Impact Technologies -Web Developer (July 2022 - Present)

- Bug Fixing and system general maintenance.
- Development of new functionalities, from its structural design and modeling in the

database, access to data through APIs and development of the client/FrontEnd view
based on a figma or design.

- Tasks running in the background and Handling Webhooks and Event Listeners in the
Backend.

- Development and maintenance of Integrations with payment gateways such as Stripe
and Paypal and external platforms such as Salesforce.

- FrontEnd client development from a design or figma provided by the client

Internship Experience
Alkemy - Web Developer - (February 2022 - May 2022)

- With a team of 5 people based on a goal set by the team leaders, a web application
was developed from scratch in order to be delivered to a charitable association.

- The system had the possibility of managing users related to the organization. These
users may have different roles, one of the roles being superuser.

- They taught us how to effectively collaborate on code using git, and how to organize
and structure sprints based on SCRUM methodologies.

Skills
- Frontend Javascript Libraries and Frameworks such as React JS, Next Js, Vue Js,

Nuxt JS, Lit.
- Backend Node JS Frameworks such as Express JS and Adonis JS
- Relational DataBases: PostgreSQL andMySQL
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Languages
- Spanish (native).
- English C2 https://www.efset.org/cert/subWFA

https://www.efset.org/cert/subWFA

